CRISPR base editors can induce wideranging off-target RNA edits
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In contrast to CRISPR-Cas gene-editing
nucleases, which induce targeted double-strand
DNA breaks in order to make genetic changes,
CRISPR base editors are able to change a single
nucleotide in a DNA strand without inducing such
breaks. While CRISPR-Cas nucleases can be
compared with scissors, Joung explains, base
editors can be compared to a pencil. Fusion
proteins that use a modified form of CRISPR-Cas
for guidance to the target site, base editors use an
enzyme called a deaminase to modify a specific
nucleotide, thereby creating changes that can lead
to specific DNA alterations—for example, changing
cytosine into thymine.
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Although most researchers have focused on the
DNA-editing activities of base editors, the
deaminase in the most commonly used cytosine-toA Massachusetts General Hospital (MGH)
thymine editor was originally identified for its ability
research team reports that several of the recently to modify RNA. This led the MGH team to
developed CRISPR base editors, which create
investigate whether it might induce off-target RNA
targeted changes in a single DNA base, can
effects. Their experiments in both liver and
induce widespread off-target effects in RNA,
embryonic kidney cell lines showed that, while the
extending beyond the targeted DNA. Their report
commonly used base editor they tested induced
receiving advance online publication in Nature also efficient edits at the target DNA site, it also led to
describes engineering variant base editors that
tens of thousands of cytosine-to-uracil edits
significantly reduced the incidence of RNA edits
throughout the transcriptome, the full range of
while also increasing the precision of on-target
transcribed RNA in a cell. They found similar
DNA editing.
results when they tested one of the newer adeninetargeting base editors.
"Most investigation of off-target base editing has
focused on DNA, but we have found that this
To investigate the possibility of reducing or
technology can induce large numbers of RNA
eliminating unwanted RNA edits, the MGH team
alterations as well," says J. Keith Joung, MD,
screened 16 editors with engineered versions of the
Ph.D., of the MGH Department of Pathology and
deaminase enzymes, identifying two that were as
senior author of the Nature report. "This surprising efficient as the original version in inducing on-target
finding suggests the need to look at more than just DNA effects while inducing markedly fewer RNA
genetic alterations when considering unintended
edits. In fact, these SECURE (SElective Curbing of
off-target effects of base editors in cells. We also
Unwanted RNA Editing) variants were even more
show the feasibility of reducing these effects by
precise than the unaltered deaminase in inducing
creating variants that selectively reduce off-target the desired DNA edits.
RNA editing while preserving the intended ontarget DNA activity."
"We were quite surprised at the number—tens of
thousands—of RNA edits and the frequency of these
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alterations that we observed with the two classes of
base editors," says lead author Julian Grünewald,
MD, MGH Molecular Pathology and Harvard
Medical School. "We were also glad to see that we
could substantially reduce those unwanted RNA
edits with our SECURE base editor variants."
Joung notes that investigating any potential impact
of these RNA effects on experimental and clinical
applications of CRISPR base editing is an
important next step his team is taking. "We showed
that the widely used cytosine base editor we
studied has a modest effect on cell viability when
expressed in one human cell line, while the
SECURE variants do not. For research
applications, scientists using base editors will need
to account for potential RNA off-target effects in
their experiments. For therapeutic applications, our
results further argue for limiting the duration of baseeditor expression to the shortest length of time
possible and the importance of minimizing and
accounting for potential impacts of these effects in
safety assessments."
A professor of Pathology at Harvard Medical
School, Joung adds, "Another important area of
ongoing work is extending our efforts to minimize
these unwanted off-target RNA edits. We are
currently attempting to engineer SECURE adenine
base editors and exploring the off-target RNA
effects of cytosine base editors that use other
deaminase enzymes than the one in the editor we
investigated. Our goal is to generate a suite of base
editors with minimized RNA editing activities that
can be used for both research and therapeutic
applications."
Plasmids encoding SECURE variant base editors
will be available from the plasmid repository
Addgene at http://www.addgene.org/crispr-cas.
More information: Transcriptome-wide off-target
RNA editing induced by CRISPR-guided DNA base
editors, Nature (2019). DOI:
10.1038/s41586-019-1161-z ,
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41586-019-1161-z
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